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Commitments to Emerging Markets Equity and High Yield Bond Funds
climbed to seven and 54-week highs respectively in mid-April as strong
US corporate earnings, rising commodity prices and Russia's muted
response to US and European air strikes in Syria bolstered investors' risk
appetite.

Asian currencies, with their more export oriented markets have
benefitted from the global synchronised economic growth narrative.
There are technical signs that suggest near-term caution, possibly
hinting a pause/correction in the bullish run is warranted.

I am not sure how complicated analysis over the bond market’s price
action in the last couple of weeks needs to be; less, in this case, is more.
The main theme surely is the flattening curve and all that implies.

The Riksbank is widely anticipated to keep rates unchanged at the
-0.50% record low rate at the April 25th meeting, with all eyes instead
on the rate path and whether the first hike will be pushed back beyond
the current September prediction.

In 2013 Indonesia, South Africa, Brazil, Turkey and India were
identified as the ‘fragile five’ markets with currencies most under
pressure against the US dollar, as a result of having significant current
account deficits and being heavily reliant on external financing. Fast-
forward four years and Turkey remains the 'Fragile One'.

A current account deficit means a country is spending more than it
domestically produces to spend, hence it represents a borrowing from
the rest of the world. The key part here is borrowing.

Sell into near term corrective widening towards 53 as we await an 
eventual break under an 18yr rising trendline opening 34/27. Place a 
stop above 65.

Buy into near term dips towards 88.450 as we await completion of a 
2½ year base. Place a stop below channel support (currently) at 
86.081.
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Know the Flows

The Context

By Cameron Brandt, Director of Research

Commitments to Emerging Markets Equity and High Yield Bond Funds
climbed to seven and 54-week highs respectively in mid-April as strong
US corporate earnings, rising commodity prices and Russia's muted
response to US and European air strikes in Syria bolstered investors' risk
appetite. The renewed search for yield saw record-setting sums flow
out of Japan Equity Funds and over $37 billion from Money Market
Funds.

US Money Market Funds were also hit by the demand for money to
meet the April 17 income tax deadline, and investors surveying a tax
landscape considerably altered by the reforms passed in late 4Q17
pulled more than $600 million out of Municipal Bond Funds.

Overall, the week ending April 18 saw EPFR-tracked Equity Funds take
in a modest $3.28 billion and Bond Funds $2.7 billion while Money
Market Funds posted their second largest weekly outflow in the past 15
months. Equity Funds with Socially Responsible (SRI) or Environment,
Social and Governance (ESG) mandates extended an inflow streak
stretching back to May of last year but Dividend Equity Funds posted
their fifth straight outflow and 14th in the 16 weeks year-to-date.

At the single country and asset class fund levels, Total Return Bond
Funds posted back-to-back weekly outflows for the first time since late
4Q16 while Mortgage Backed Bond Funds recorded their 15th
consecutive inflow. India Equity Funds experienced net redemptions
for the sixth straight week, their longest such run since 2Q16, Spain
Equity Funds recorded their biggest outflow in 35 weeks and investors
pulled money out of Italy Equity Funds for the 19th time in the past 20
weeks.

For further information on EPFR, please visit:
https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr

Back to Index Page

Against the backdrop of a rebound in global equity markets fueled in
part by a strong start to the first quarter corporate earnings season in
the US, sector focused investors were inclined to book their gains
during the week ending April 18. Of the 11 major Sector Fund groups
tracked by EPFR only three, Commodities, Industrials and Technology
Sector Funds, posted inflows.

Of the groups posting outflows, Energy Sector Funds stood out as
investors redeemed over $900 million while oil prices traded around
the $70 a barrel mark and the fund group collectively posted a 4.08%
gain for the week, outperforming all of the other Sector Fund groups.
But flows into funds with Master Limited Partnership (MLP) mandates,
which have been under pressure because of uncertainty about the
impact of recent US reforms on their tax advantaged status, saw
commitments climb to a six-week high.

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr
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Fed Speaks, Curve Flattens…Not That Complicated

The Context

By David Ader, Chief Macro Strategist

I am not sure how complicated analysis over the bond market’s price
action in the last couple of weeks needs to be; less, in this case, is more.
The main theme surely is the flattening curve and all that implies.
Behind that has to be ongoing Fedspeak that has only enhanced
prospects of three more hikes this year. Odds for a rate higher than
2.25%, implying three hikes, are still under 50% but have risen from
32%-ish on April 10 to near 44% now.

As to why it’s happening, I think this, too, is obvious. First and foremost
is the Fed. While the Beige Book was solidly beige in its mosaic, it was
insistent in its monetary policy path. A few alarms about businesses
passing on higher prices gives them cover to do so even as the constant
use of the terms “modest” and “moderate” is enough to subdue any
enthusiasm for market excitement.

The general gain in yields out the curve also seems to warrant those
words. 10s and 30s up a bit over 10 bps in a two-week period gets
attention in this environment, but I’m not sure is more than in-range
volatility especially when, like last week, we didn’t get a lot of new
fundamental information. I assume the gain was in part a derivative of
a better tone to risk assets which responded to 1) earnings, 2) no new
overly dramatic headlines about Trump (Sean Hannity stuff won’t
impact the market), 3) the prospects for talks with North Korea,
4) anticipation already about incoming inflation data and, most
important of all, 5) the rise in commodity prices.

I want to get back to my core views that the curve will continue to
flatten and that 10s will find cycle support at 3.25-3.50%. This is merely
to remind myself that the backup going on may change my timing but
not the trajectory of my expectations. Given the position bias for
flattening, periodic steepening corrections should be expected but
don’t signal a change in view, but rather a case of ringing the register
AFTER WHICH there will attempts to justify the price action with
something more cerebral until we revert back to flattening.

Here’s a tidbit from an FT piece headlined; “’New Normal’ says build
cash and prepare for correction.” Author Authers (clever that) made
note that last year Pimco’s Richard Clarida (a name that’s been in the
press recently!) co-authored a report advising, “Investors should use
cyclical rallies to build cash to deploy when markets correct and risks
are re-priced.” Is it any wonder why the curve is flattening when a very
smart person about to be Vice Chairman at the Fed writes such things?

Back to Index Page
This is an excerpt from Ader’s Musings. For the full article, please click HERE.

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/resources/product-content/ader-steady-at-the-fed-sideways-in-the-market
https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/86356/Ader_FI_musings_April_20.pdf
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All Eyes On The Riksbank Rate Path

The Context

By Rachel Bex, Senior FX Analyst & Andy Dowdell, Technical Analyst

The Riksbank is widely anticipated to keep rates unchanged at the
-0.50% record low rate at the April 25th meeting, with all eyes instead
on the rate path and whether the first hike will be pushed back beyond
the current September prediction.

"INFLATION“

The Riksbank has, since February, been discussing the prospect of
postponing rate hikes or waiting for more information before pulling the
trigger on tightening, with the Bank's focus very much on inflation and
whether the CPIF rate can return and sustain enough strength above
the 2% target in order to warrant a move in rates.

Even prior hawk Skingsley noted via the Bank's February minutes that
the (inflation) revision was of such a size that "I have asked myself
whether shifting the repo rate towards postponed rate rises would be a
better balanced monetary policy". She added that there is some
concern for inflation pressures going forward, with the situation thus
calling for caution on the start of rate rises.

Core inflation floundered at 1.7% y/y over Jan/Feb this year, but
abruptly returned to target in March, hitting 2.0% but still falling short
of the 2.1% consensus expectation. The fact that we are yet to see CPIF
sustain itself near target has prompted calls for a downwardly revised
rate path, with expectations varying between a slight delay to October,
a more widely favoured December call, or pushed out to Q2 next year.

"RATE PATH"

The CB's outlook currently puts rates at -0.50% in Q2 2018, before rising
to average -0.15% in Q2 2019, 0.36% in Q1 2020 and 0.88% in Q1 2021.

On balance, we suspect Ingves will deliver only a modest shift in the
path which puts the first hike in October (albeit to represent just 10bps
worth of tightening) given the risk that an overly dovish statement could
spark another Sek fall-out. (Note, Jansson also concluded in the
February minutes that October appears a more reasonable month in
which to start the tightening process.)

Continued p6
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All Eyes On The Riksbank Rate Path … Cont’d

The Context

Back to Index Page

"SEK WEAKNESS"

Indeed, while unwanted Krona strength has long been a requirement of
the Riksbank, sharp weakness will equally need to be averted. To this,
it's worth noting that Eur/Sek has already rallied some 10% so far this
year to fresh eight year highs, while the pair's longer term bull trend
has amounted to almost 30% worth of gains since September 2012.

Should the Riksbank signal fewer worries over Sek strength given the
losses seen, a relief rally in the Krona could well prove the market's
favoured reaction - particularly as the Swedish currency has been
described as up to 7% undervalued.

If our prediction holds true, we would expect to see a sharp fall in
Eur/Sek through the current 10.35 bidding zone, towards
10.2518/10.2467, possibly even 10.0833/10.0333.

Otherwise, a significant push-back in the rate path to H2 next year
could return focus to 10.50 and beyond.

"Caution“

Whatever the outcome, "caution" will certainly still be a key word for
many CB members, most of whom will no doubt speak of the ongoing
uncertainty over inflation, which means monetary policy will need to
proceed with some trepidation.

As a side note, don't be surprised to hear some punchy comments from
sole-hawk Ohlsson, who will no doubt bask in the glory of core inflation
returning to target last month, and repeat his belief that "the time to
start normalizing monetary policy is now".
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Turkey – Still The Fragile One
By Chris Shiells, Emerging Markets Managing Analyst

In 2013 Indonesia, South Africa, Brazil, Turkey and India were identified
as the ‘fragile five’ markets with currencies most under pressure against
the US dollar, as a result of having significant current account deficits
and being heavily reliant on external financing. Fast-forward four years
and Turkey remains the 'Fragile One'.

It's the same old story for USD/TRY - markets have seen it before: 2014
and most recently in early 2017. The Lira weakens day after day, this
presents massive upside inflation risk and eventually the central bank is
forced to respond. However, this never happens quickly, and largely
due to political pressure (especially in the last two instances) the CBRT
always moves late and thus by default in a big way (see graph below).
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for inflation to fall back below 10% – they need to hike. FX pass-
through to inflation in Turkey is well established and the CBRT knows
that lira weakness now means higher inflation over the next few
months.

Why is the CBRT reticent to act?

If the past is any guide, the CBRT's concerns about growth will be at the
forefront of the CB's thinking, whilst the Turkish government continues
to wage a war against the so-called interest rate lobby, placing direct or
indirect pressure on the CB not to increase funding rates. So the CBRT
will not hike rates until there has been a serious breakdown in the
Lira. The CBRT is either not allowed or not willing to hike rates, and will
delay doing so for as long as possible. If past form is anything to go by,
USD/TRY would need to test 4.25 to prompt a response from the CBRT,
but even that is being questioned in the wake of President Erdogan's
recent speech on stimulus. The Erdogan administration seems to be
going for growth, at all costs, urging lower interest rates to boost
investment.

Why is this a danger to Turkish investors?

• A devalued Lira matters for Turkey more than most EMs because of

the below vulnerabilities:

• Total external debt stands at 53%/GDP, now over USD400bn.

• FX reserves down 20% over the past 3-years.

• Current account deficit of 5.6%/GDP in Q4 2017, whilst the rolling

12-month deficit has climbed to USD53.3bn, with a growing

segment of portfolio funding this gap.

With the Lira again slumping, down over 8% vs the USD YTD, there have
been calls for the CBRT to take action again to support the Lira as the
present rate of weakness means the CB can no longer stand by and wait

Continued p8
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Turkey – Still The Fragile One … Cont’d

Apart from the Lira rout and rising yields, are there signs of an

economic crash?

There have already been signs of stress as Hurriyet newspaper revealed

that one of Turkey's largest conglomerates, Dogus Holdings, was in talks

with several banks to restructure TRY23.5bn (USD5.81bn) of debt.

Turkish banks are already in talks to refinance as much as USD7bn of

debt taken on by Yildiz Holding, whilst the fallout from the failure of

Otas to pay back a USD4.8bn loan it took to buy phone company Turk

Telekom is still ongoing.

EPFR fund flow data shows that since the start of January 2017 there

has been a run of uninterrupted net-monthly inflows to Turkish bonds

and equities (based on country flows data), and thus no sign that

investors have been deterred. This was not the case in the run-up to

the 2014 rate hike, which saw outflows for 8 out of 9-months from June
2013 to March 2014, with net inflows remaining largely negative until
two years later.

This sustained inflow has largely been driven by the high nominal yields

on offer in Turkish markets, which is why some are nervous. For the

same reasons we mentioned that default risk is on the rise in Turkey

(rising rates and a fast-weakening currency), there is a risk that these

portfolio flows funding the current account could also reverse.

A blow-up in Turkey could have knock-on effects on global

markets. Directly, as Turkey represents close to 5% allocation for EM

debt indices, and indirectly, as a blow-up in Turkey may shake global

markets out of complacency, renew fears on bank capital in Europe and

push Turkey into more geopolitical assertiveness.

Back to Index PageThis is an edited version, for the full piece see HERE

https://www.informagm.com/stories/1367604
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Charts That Make You Ponder If Asian Currencies Are Near Their Peak
By Jimmy Lee, Technical Research Analyst

Asian currencies, with their more export oriented markets have
benefitted from the global synchronised economic growth narrative.
This is reflected in the JP Asia Dollar Index (see chart A), which tracks
the 10 most active currencies in Asia. However, we are starting to
wonder if the year long plus rally has been fully priced into this bullish
scenario. There are technical signs that suggest near-term caution,
possibly hinting a pause/correction in the bullish run is warranted.

• Since reaching a high of 112.22, 25 Jan 2018, successive attempts
to push higher have been foiled at 112.10 (15 Feb) and 112.19 (27
Mar).

• Price action has since breached the 50DMA/median line of a year
long plus rising regression band seen off 102.51 (30 Dec 2016). The
50DMA is also starting to level off and the RSI has been capped
below its bear range ceiling at 60 for the past 2 months. With the
ROC also tilting towards negative momentum, we are anticipating a
breakdown to test the 111.03-110.59 support zone.

• Below 110.59 will embolden bears to test next layer of supports at
109.68-109.45. This will probably be a better risk/reward zone to
go long for those who believe that compared to the rest of the
world, Asia represents the relatively more compelling growth story.

Chart A

Trade Headwinds Ahead & Reversal of Factors Supporting Asian
Currencies:
• The factors which have supported Asian currency strength may also

be reversing. For one, from a dovish hiking cycle, it appears a Powell
led Fed is now turning more hawkish.

• Recent downswing in China’s March exports could be one of the
signs that 2018/2019 are the years China will be taking the
deleveraging efforts really seriously. One should take heed from
China’s new economic tsar, Vice-Premier Liu He when he said “the
days of high-speed growth were over in China”. Any slowdown in
the Chinese economy could throw a spanner into the global
synchronised growth narrative.

• Trade tensions between China-US are also far from conclusive, as
rather than a mere trade spat, this is likely a battle for US global
hegemony. As such, we believe there remain many ebbs and flows
to the trade war narrative which will continue to play out over the
year and continue to weigh on risk sentiments.

• With the above backdrop in mind, downside surprises to Asian
exports could become more likely and weigh on those countries
which have thus far benefited from the previous dovish Fed hike
cycle and global synchronised growth narrative.

• Chart B and C shows two Asian countries which may be susceptible,
the export oriented economies of S.Korea and Taiwan. As it is, the
PMI’s of both S.Korea and Taiwan ( 49.10 and 50.4 respectively) are
at levels signaling a near neutral to zero expansion phase. Quite
naturally, the PMI’s also tend to track the general direction of these
Asian economies currencies/equities.

Continued p10
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Charts That Make You Ponder If Asian Currencies Are Near Their Peak … Cont’d
Chart B

Chart C

Chart D

Chart E

Though Asian currencies have been in a firm uptrend for the past few months, risk/reward considerations and potential fundamental shifts which could
affect global trade, probably do not favour going long at this juncture. We are instead awaiting to see if there will be decisive breaks in the
abovementioned technical levels in USDKRW and USDTWD to firm our view that ADXY is due a near-term topping and usher in a paradigm shift away
from the global synchronised growth narrative.

Back to Index Page
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Balancing It In The US

Back to Index Page

Start with the US current account, which in Q4 2017 was circa 

2.4%/GDP in deficit.  

By Marcus Dewsnap Senior Editor/Analyst

In its simplest terms, a current account deficit means a country is

spending more than it domestically produces to spend, hence it

represents a borrowing from the rest of the world. The key part here is

borrowing. The US is already borrowing a huge amount from the rest

of the world to finance its current standard of living.

An economy’s savings can go in several general directions. To

corporates, to the government or abroad (for example, pensions invest

in all 3). A current account deficit implies, that in the aggregate, an

economy is not generating enough savings domestically.

Throw fiscal stimulus at this situation when already running fiscal and

trade deficits and two things happen. One, is more ‘savings’ are

required, from domestic or external source, to finance the deficit

expansion. The other, assuming the stimulus raises aggregate demand,

is that more imports are required to satisfy the demand increase (after

all, a trade deficit implies domestic economic production is not

satisfying domestic demand) so the trade deficit will widen. Together

the current account deficit is highly likely to become larger.

Tariffs do not help this situation. Reduced imports of afflicted products

might in part be replaced by domestic production, but unless there are

facilities with excess capacity, this will need time for investment to take

place. Even then, demand is more likely to be switched to other

countries exporting the products impacted. Together, there is unlikely

to be a material reduction in the trade deficit.

And there is this from Natixis last week (our italics):

‘Monetary and fiscal policies that stimulate demand for goods and
services may actually: Stop the “Schumpeterian process” by continuing
to keep alive technologically obsolete companies that would otherwise
disappear. This weakens productivity gains; Give rise to “Dutch disease”
if the demand stimulus drives up demand for unsophisticated services
and skews the economy towards low-productivity sectors.’

None of this comes across as especially Dollar positive - although there
are some points that counter, such as a sustained US 10s break above
3%.
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US 2v10Yr Yield Spread – Minor Bounce Before Downtrend Resumes

Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

Back to Index Page

• Extended long-term narrowing within a 2mth
falling channel from 79 (Feb top) to test an
18yr trendline at 42.

• This remains intact (on a closing basis) and
with bullish daily Momentum divergence now
appearing, near term corrective widening is
anticipated.

• Widening potential is seen to 53, perhaps the
60/65 zone, before we see a resumption of
long term narrowing.

• An eventual sustained break under the 18yr
rising trendline targets levels from 2007 at 34
then 27.

IFI Research’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, 

fixed income and commodity products.  We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  For information on the full spectrum covered, please 

contact your Account Manager.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Sell into near term corrective widening towards 53

as we await an eventual break under an 18yr rising

trendline opening 34/27. Place a stop above 65.

Resistance Levels 

R5 79 2018 highs - 9/12 February 
R4 75 4¼ year falling trendline 
R3 65 27 February/6 March 2018 high, near 61.8% retrace of 79-41 fall at 64 
R2 60 21 March 2018 minor lower high, also 50% retrace of 79-41 fall 
R1 53 5/6 April 2018 minor lower high 

Support Levels 

S1 41 2018 low -18 April, just below an 18yr rising trendline at 42 
S2 34 18 September 2007 low 
S3 27 27 August 2007 low 
S4 16 3 August 2007 low 
S5 10 15 June 2007 low 
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Bloomberg Commodity Index – Awaits Completion Of A 2½ Year Base
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

Back to Index Page

• Rallied strongly from 85.723, through a 7yr
falling trendline to post new 2-1/2yr highs
over 91.172 (25 Jan peak).

• Constructive studies suggest tests of key
resistance at 91.943 (9 Oct 15 high – trigger of
a 2-1/2yr base).

• A sustained upside break would confirm long
term basing and allow a rally extension
targeting 96.206/97.323.

• Only a failure to decisively clear 91.943
and/or a return below 88.450 would caution
and signal extended near term consolidation
over 11-month rising channel support at
86.081.

IFI Research’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, 

fixed income and commodity products.  We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  For information on the full spectrum covered, please 

contact your Account Manager.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Buy into near term dips towards 88.450 as we

await completion of a 2½ year base. Place a stop

below channel support (currently) at 86.081.

Resistance Levels 

R5 99.982 13 July 2015 minor lower high 
R4 97.323 Equality projection of 72.331/90.309 from 79.345 
R3 96.206 18 March 2015 low, near 23.6% retrace of the long-term, 175.662-72.331 fall (96.717) 
R2 93.488 29 July 15 high, nr 0.764x 72.331/90.309 off 79.346 (93.080) & 11mth channel top (92.908) 
R1 91.943 9 October 2015 high – 2½ year base trigger 

Support Levels 

S1 88.450 12 April 2018 minor higher low 
S2 85.723 4 April 2018 higher low, just below 11mth rising channel support at 86.081 
S3 85.298 2018 low – 9 February 
S4 83.372 12 December 2017 low 
S5 82.280 17 August 2017 low 
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